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until we lost our half-speed altogether. For thirteen of the twenty-
two days we were at a standstill, locked in the ice.
On Christmas we had a grand celebration. We were fast in ice
that day, and there was nothing to do but maintain a watch on
deck. The doctor (meaning the cook this time) put together a big
Norwegian dinner. Somebody mysteriously dug out of the hold
a small evergreen tree that had been put aboard at Dunedin for
the purpose. Decorations were found for it; and then a big surprise
—presents for everybody from Mrs. Ellsworth. Each man got a box
of candy, several packages of chewing-gum, a metal puzzle, and a
mouth-organ. There was plenty of music in the forecastle after
that. Aquavit and whisky flowed, and everybody was merry.
In the rigging of the vessel hung the carcasses of several wild
pigs which Balchen had shot when hunting during the time the
Wycctt Earp stayed in Dunedin. He also brought back one young
porker alive, and it became his pet on the ship. It had three broken
ribs, but was otherwise intact. This animal was a regular jack-rabbit
for speed. No matter how securely it might hide itself on the Wyatt
Earp, it was sure to turn up at meal hours. It seemed to be able
to tell time.
On any such expedition there has to be someone to serve as clown
or as the butt of witticisms. The bos'n was ours on the Wycttt Earp.
He was a Norwegian who, when sober, was taciturn to the point
o£ being a mute. When drunk, he could open up a little, though
only upon one theme—the grandeur of the Yangtze Kiang River in
China.
"The Yangtze," he would say slowly and impressively, "is the
finest river in the world."
If he were pressed for reasons to substantiate this statement, he
merely repeated: "The Yangtze is the finest river in the world."
That summed up his conversation. We nicknamed him Yangtze
Bill.
Yangtze Bill had great pride of craft. One day when cold sober,
the Wyatt Earp steady in the ice, he fell down the forecastle ladder,
hit his head on a beam, and got a black eye. He was so ashamed
of this lubberly performance that he kept out of sight as much
as he could until his eye cleared. He would not even eat with the
others, but sneaked into the dining-room after everybody was gone.

